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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Recently the most accurate diagnostic method in the diagnosis of prosthesis infection is the combination of Tc99m labeled leukocyte/bone marrow imaging. However the diagnostic efficiency of the test is influenced because of its low
spatial resolution. Recently SPECT/CT imaging is implicated in this test with efficient additional diagnostic improvement. In
the departments without capability of SPECT/CT lateral imaging may provide important clinical information. The aim of this
study was to analyze the additional diagnostic information provided by additional lateral spot images to the diagnostic accuracy
of combined Tc-99m labeled leukocyte/bone marrow imaging in diagnosis of prosthesis infection.
Methods: Retrospective evaluation of 11 patients (9 F, 2 M; 61±8,6 years old) with pre-diagnosis of prosthesis infection (4
patients with right knee, 3 left, 2 bilateral, 2 right hip) by two experienced Nuclear Medicine physicians were included into
the study. The age of the prosthesis were 7,8±15,3 months by the time of imaging. The imaging was performed from the region
of interest at the first, second and fourth hour of injection of approximately 5 mCi (185 MBq) labeled leukocyte imaging and
one hour after injection of 5 mCi (185 MBq) Tc-99m nanocolloid in anteroposterior and in additional lateral position. The
diagnosis of prosthesis infection was decided in case of increased activity accumulation in leukocyte imaging higher than in
bone marrow imaging. The final diagnosis was decided by additional aspiration biopsy (n=1), culture results (n=3), revision
arthroplasty (n=1) or according to follow up results (n=6)(sedimentation, CRP) in 3,4±3,4 months follow up.
Results: The labeling efficiency of the patients was in an acceptable range (33-67%) in leukocyte labeling. The diagnosis of
prosthesis infection was decided in two patients according to scintigraphy results and these two patients were documented to
have prosthesis infection (revision arthroplasty and biopsy results). One patient was decided to have prosthesis infection
despite negativity of scintigraphy (false negative) due to persistently high sedimentation, CRP levels in follow up despite
proper antibiotic treatment. One patient was diagnosed as negative due to demonstration of anterior cellulites rather than
prosthesis infection in the lateral images. The diagnostic sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, negative and positive predictive
value of the test were 60%, 87.5%, 81%, 60%, 87.5%, respectively for anteroposterior imaging only with additional lateral
imaging the rates were increased to 60%, 100%, 91%, 89% and 89%, respectively.
Conclusion: Lateral imaging increases the diagnostic accuracy of the combined Tc-99m labeled leukocyte/bone marrow
scintigraphy compared to anteroposterior imaging only and might be implemented in combined imaging protocol in case of
non-availability of SPECT/CT imaging.
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to perform additional SPECT/CT to planar WBC
imaging. In this study we investigated the effect of
performing lateral image as an adjunct to WBC
imaging in diagnosis of lower extremity prosthesis
infection.

Leukocyte labeling
Labeled leukocyte scintigraphy was performed in all
patients. Approximately 50 ml (adjusted according to
the body weight) blood was drawn from the venous
line in antecubital vein to an injector including 7 ml
ACD (adjusted according to the amount of blood)
solution (Mediflex; Baxter). After separation of 5 ml
of this mixture for cell free plasma separation
(centrifuged 10 min in 1000 g; by centrifugation
device; Hettich Universal 320R) 6 ml Voluven
(Fresenius Kabı) was added and the injector
containing the mixture left for gravity sedimentation
for an hour in upright position. The supernatant was
separated via 18 G cannula and centrifuged at 500 g
for 5 minutes; supernatant was separated the left
leukocytes were washed with saline by pipette. After
centrifugation 5 minutes at 500 g supernatant was
removed the leukocytes were incubated with 10 mCi
of Tc-99m hexamethylpropyleneamineoxime (99mTcHMPAO) (prepared by administration of fresh Tc99m in the ready kite Brain SPECT; Medi
Radiopharma) in approximately 1 ml volume for ten
minutes.
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Patients
11 patients (9 F, 2 M; 61±8.6 years old) with prediagnosis of prosthesis infection (4 patients with right
knee, 3 left, 2 bilateral, 2 right hip) were subjects of
this study. The mean age of the prosthesis of the
patients were 7.8±15.3 months by the time of imaging.
The patients were evaluated by physical examination,
plain radiography and additional cross sectional
imaging if considered necessary. The patients with
suspicion of prosthesis infection of knee or hip
prosthesis were included. All of the patients were
informed regarding the imaging procedure and
informed consents of the patients were obtained. The
study was approved by local ethic committee. The
patients with history of additional diagnosis (DM,
bone disorders, malign tumors and other conditions
that might affect bone metabolism) and pediatric age
were excluded from the study. The follow up of the
patients was performed by the same methodology. The
final diagnosis was decided by additional aspiration
biopsy (n=1) (Figure 1), culture results (n=3), revision
arthroplasty (n=1) or according to follow up results
(n=6) (sedimentation, CRP) in 3.4±3.4 months follow
up.
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INTRODUCTION
The diagnosis of infected lower limb prostheses is a
challenge and differential diagnosis of infection is
extremely important. Limitations of the morphological
imaging methods like CT (Computed tomography) or
MRI (Magnetic resonance imaging) are basically
related to the artifacts due to prosthetic material or
being not able to perform the imaging due to those
materials. The most important diagnostic tool for
identification of infection is labeled leukocyte imaging
(WBC) with reported sensitivity of 60-100% and
specificity of 69-92% [1]. Fortunately WBC imaging
has diagnostic ability to differentiate inflammation
from infection [2]. Additionally WBC imaging has
diagnostic power of detecting both acute and chronic
infection with similar accuracy [3].
There are additional procedures and imaging
applications in WBC imaging in order to improve
diagnostic facility. Some of those additional
procedures considered as a requirement like additional
bone marrow imaging. Due to the violated nature of
the bone in the periprosthetic area (operative trauma)
it may be impossible to differentiate bone marrow
reaction from infection in WBC imaging. Recently, it
has been accepted to interpret WBC imaging with
bone marrow scintigraphy in routine practice and this
methodology has the highest accuracy in prosthesis
infection imaging.
The negative predictive value of bone scintigraphy is
extremely high in prosthesis infection imaging thus
bone scintigraphy might be used as a first line imaging
method in order to exclude infection. In a recent study
it was observed that angiographic imaging of bone
scintigraphy might exclude the patients who do not
need WBC imaging in 70% of patients [4].
Previously Ga-67 imaging was performed in suspicion
of infection with diagnostic accuracy of 60-80% [5].
Recently there are many studies about the diagnostic
capacity of F-18 FDG PET/CT (Fluorodeoxyglucose
positron
emission
tomography/computed
tomography) in prosthesis infection which may be
high in some series [6]. However comparative studies
showed that WBC imaging with bone marrow
scintigraphy is superior to F-18 FDG PET/CT in
diagnosis of prosthesis infection [7].
The lack of spatial resolution of planar imaging by
means of WBC/bone marrow scintigraphy was an
important problem. Recently, SPECT/CT (Single
photon emission tomography/computed tomography)
is introduced as the most sophisticated imaging
modality as an adjunct to WBC imaging. In a study
planar imaging provided true diagnosis in all infected
and non-infected prostheses and additional
SPECT/CT provided differentiation of soft tissue and
bone infection [8].
Unfortunately SPECT/CT is not available in all
Nuclear Medicine Departments thus it is not possible
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Fig 1. Aspiration biopsy image showing severe polimophonuclear leukocytes (May-Grunwald Giemsa x200) (above). Bone scintigraphy
image of the patient; 74 years old male patient with two years old right knee prosthesis, scintigraphy images showing prosthesis infection;
increased vascularity and activity accumulation around the prosthesis in the late phase as well (middle). Three time point labeled
leukocyte images of the same patient with activity accumulation around the right prosthesis (below).
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Fig 2. Anteroposterior labeled leukocyte scintigraphy early (1 hour)
image of a patient with left knee prosthesis; an example case for
demonstration of region of interest including knee region (irregular)
and background region (rectangular) (above). Lateral projection
bone marrow image of an example patients to demonstrate irregular
region of interest covering left knee prosthesis (below).

RESULTS
The labeling efficiency of the patients was in an
acceptable range (33-67%) in leukocyte labeling.
The diagnosis of prosthesis infection was decided in
two patients according to scintigraphy results and
these two patients were documented to have prosthesis
infection (revision arthroplasty and biopsy results).
One patient was decided to have prosthesis infection
despite negativity of scintigraphy (false negative) due
to persistently high sedimentation, CRP levels in
follow up despite proper antibiotic treatment. One
patient was diagnosed as negative due to
demonstration of anterior cellulites rather than
prosthesis infection in the lateral images.
According to these findings the diagnostic sensitivity,
specificity, accuracy, negative and positive predictive
value of the test were 60%, 87.5%, 81%, 60%, 87.5%
respectively for anteroposterior imaging only with
additional lateral imaging the rates were increased to
60%, 100%, 91%, 89% and 89%, respectively.
In the comparison of two different observers results
there were no statistical difference between the index
values obtained from the analysis of two observers
with the same methodology and additionally strong
correlation between the results of two observers was
obtained (p>0.05) (Figure 3).
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Statistical analysis
The comparison of the variables were performed by
Paired Sample Students T test and p<0.05 considered
significant.
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Scintigraphy
The labeled leukocyte scintigraphy was performed
one, two and four hours after injection of leukocytes
in planar mode by SPECT gamma camera (GE, Infinia
ll, Israel) under sedation. The images were compared
by visual evaluation and quantification by two
experienced nuclear medicine physicians. The
rectangular region of interests (ROI) was generated in
order to evaluate background region including the
least active part of the imaging study and irregular
ROI’s for the prosthesis covering all components of
the prosthetic region (Figure 2).

All the quantifications were performed in the early,
late images (first, second and fourth hour) of labeled
leucocyte imaging and bone marrow imaging both for
anteroposterior and for lateral images with same
methodology from two independent observers. The
division of average counts corresponding to the
previously described ROI’s of bone marrow and
labeled leukocyte images was obtained with
background subtractions in order to generate special
index values. The index values of two different
observers were compared. The bone marrow imaging
was performed by one hour after injection of 5 mCi
(185 MBq) Tc-99m nanocolloid in anteroposterior and
in additional lateral position. The diagnosis of
prosthesis infection was decided in case of increased
activity accumulation in leukocyte imaging higher
than in bone marrow imaging. Retrospective
evaluation of the images of these patients by two
experienced Nuclear Medicine Physicians who did not
know final diagnosis was performed independently by
both visual analysis and quantification.
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After centrifugation of mixture for 5 minutes the
supernatant and leukocytes were retrieved and
measured for radioactivity in dose calibrator for
decision of labeling ratio (Atom Lab 100). All the
labeling procedures were performed under laminar
flow cabinet (Nuve LN090). Labeling efficiency was
calculated according to the formula;
Labeling efficiency = Activity in leukocytes/(Activity
in leukocytes + Activity in supernatant)
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DISCUSSION
Labeled leukocyte imaging is the most accurate
method for evaluation of prosthetic infections [1]. In
this study we also obtained high diagnostic accuracy
of the test in combination with bone marrow
scintigraphy. The diagnostic accuracy of the method
increased significantly (81% vs 91%) with additional
lateral imaging especially specificity and positive
predictive value of the test was excellent (100 % and
89% respectively). The sensitivity of the test was low
however this may be attributed to the patient with false
negative result who had anamnesis of antibiotic
treatment before and during the test. Patient selection
for the test may prevent this kind of problems.
Diagnostic accuracy of F-18 FDG PET/CT is slightly
higher for hip prosthesis infection than knee prosthesis
infection according to previous literature [9]. Most of
the patients in this study had knee prosthesis which is
more appropriate for WBC imaging. In contrast there
are series that found really insufficient sensitivity
(64%) and specificity (67%) ratios for F-18 FDG
PET/CT in diagnosing prosthesis infection [10].
Love et al. investigated different criteria for image
interpretation and concluded that bone prosthesis
interface activity compared to background ratio
greater than 3.6 for hip and 3.1 for knee prosthesis
might provide accuracy of 95% [11]. We performed
the quantification by additive bone marrow imaging
and background subtractions. The WBC imaging with
additional bone marrow imaging is the most accurate
method in imaging of lower extremity prosthesis
infection [12].
The treatment of infected prosthesis requires removal
of infected prosthesis, long term antibiotic treatment
with eventual operative replacement of new prosthesis
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Visual analysis results of these observes were also
correlated with each other.
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Fig 3. Box plot demonstration of the index values in comparison
including the values of both observers for all prosthesis.

[13]. Joint aspirations are specific for infection
however not sensitive thus is not reliable [14]. Thus
nuclear medicine imaging modalities are the last step
to determine the operation and therapeutic approach
for management of the patients. Bone scintigraphy
might provide diagnosis of loosening accurately
however cannot differentiate aseptic loosening from
septic loosening [15]. Although it was suggested to
consider focal periprosthetic uptake for aseptic and
diffuse uptake as septic loosening, this methodology is
not specific [16]. Some researchers advised serial
imaging with bone scintigraphy [17]. Palestro et al.
investigated imaging by combined WBC and bone
scintigraphy but could not provide high diagnostic
accuracy for knee prosthesis [18].
In a comparative study in 88 patients FDG PET was
suggested as a favorable method compared to
combination of In-111 labeled leukocyte/Tc-99m
sulphur colloid bone marrow imaging [19]. FDG PET
imaging has advantages of lower radiation exposure
and higher spatial resolution besides it has similar
sensitivity for acute and chronic infections and is not
affected by antibiotic treatment. Contradictory results
were achieved by Love et al. [20] and Stumpe et al.
[21] that FDG PET cannot replace WBC imaging.
Unfortunately there is no well-established criterion for
positivity of FDG PET; some authors suggest bone
prosthesis interface activity around proximal femur
and acetabulum while others accept diffuse increased
uptake around the prosthesis. However all the
researchers agree that the intensity of the uptake
(SUV) is not correlated with infection [22].
Tc-99m HMPAO leukocyte imaging combined with
SPECT/CT revealed similar results with sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy of 93% compared to dual
modality (WBC/bone marrow imaging) in a recent
study [23].Other previous investigations point out the
same results that SPECT/CT can accurately
differentiate adjacent soft tissue infection from bone
infection in both osteomyelitis and prosthesis infection
thus may change surgical approach which may be
extremely different [24-27]. The results of this study
demonstrated the importance of lateral imaging
additional to anteroposterior imaging in the diagnosis
of prosthesis infection by radionuclide imaging. We
emphasize the fact that SPECT/CT is surely a superior
modality than planar imaging however it is not
available in all departments. Lateral imaging
additional to anteroposterior imaging might obviated
the need of additional SPECT/CT. Comparative large
prospective studies may provide more robust
information regarding this issue.
Dual time point imaging in WBC scintigraphy has
been evaluated in a previous multicenter study;
authors suggested that dual time point imaging may
obviate the need for additional bone marrow imaging
[28]. There is physiological uptake in bone scan
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CONCLUSION
This study provided the comparative analysis of
combined labeled leukocyte and bone marrow
scintigraphy in diagnosis of prosthesis infection in
planar manner with additional lateral imaging. Lateral
imaging might provide important diagnostic
information especially in knee prosthesis. However
whether it may obviate the need for SPECT/CT needs
to be evaluated with large prospective series.
Additionally this study showed good interobserver
agreement in quantitative analysis contradictory to
other previous quantitative labeled leukocyte studies.
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